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Profile of Casting Quality 
Founded as in 2002, Casting Quality has grown from small group into a professional supplier of 
casting parts. As a professional casting manufacture, we pay much attention to the quality 
and technology , Our products are much more casting and forging parts. We are mainly do Sand 
Casting , Investment Casting ( Lost Wax Casting or Precision Casting)  and Die Casting .Today, 
its products are marketed globally through many countries. 

casting quality 

Much buyers from all over the world purchase 
products from China. But do you know the 
quality of products in China ?Maybe you only 
pay the surface and price , but the inner quality is 
lost . 

What makes Casting Quality the best? 

Innovation 

Our engineers are more than just 
designers….they’re pioneers. Our team use 
CAD/CAM to do the simulation of casting parts .Through the advanced technology , we can know 
the weight and structure . We also visited so many factories to know their difference and improve 
our products every year. 

Quality 

We’re obsessed with quality. Casting Quality constantly strives to exceed our customers’ 
expectations in durability and performance. In fact, we will control the whole process from the 
original material to the finished parts, include the technology .Uniquely-designed Quality Control 
System focuses on ensuring four product goals: 1) Eligible Chemistry, 2) Hardness 3) Property and 
4) Affordable Pricing. The result is the best casting products value in the industry. 

Service 

We’re in Qingdao ,China, It has convenient transportation of road and sea. Courteous service is 
part of who we are, and we do it better than anyone in the industry. With Casting Quality you can 
expect friendly, knowledgeable, and prompt customer service. 

Fulfillment 

Shipping orders complete and on-time is of paramount importance to our customers. We will count 
the delivery date and result before accept your order .Casting Quality consistently ranks as one of 
the best in speed of delivery and fill rates. 

 


